
Benchmarking Customer Service
FitBit/Crowdbabble Use Case 
Social media has made customer service access for both consumers and companies easier than 
ever. Companies are able to leverage social media to directly interact and gauge individuals with 
questions, trends and even large scale concerns that the public can raise. It adds an intimate level 
of service that is efficient and personal. Unfortunately, customer service won’t improve by merely 
being on social media. In many cases, companies are not interacting properly nor utilizing the 
means to do so, i.e. they need to learn how to use social media efficiently.

Crowdbabble’s social media analytics isn’t just focused on marketing, but customer service as well. 
Good customer service can indirectly serve as an influential form of marketing. We looked at FitBit
to see how their customer service strategy can be tweaked.
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Tactics
FitBit doesn’t respond to all their posts. There are a 
couple of reasons for that. First, not all the posts deal 
with customer service. They may simply posting 
comments or opinions, and that doesn’t necessarily 
mean they are asking for help. Second, sometimes 
responses become a thread of other responses so 
one user may post more than once to clarify 
something and FitBit may only need to post once to 
answer their question.

On the whole, their acknowledgement and response 
rate is 47.3%, so just over half the posts are being 
dealt with. However, numbers don’t tell the full story 
and taking a qualitative look at the content can help a 
lot with strategizing social media engagement. If the 
content appears to be more customer service 
related, then it might be best to increase the 
acknowledgement and response rate of your team.



Time Analysis for Response
Fitbit’s reports suggests that Monday is the day with the 
most fan activity on their page – the analytics suggest 
their response times are also longer on Monday. It is 
recommended that any customer service response 
should be within 2 hours for web or text services. The 
faster the better, as it can continue fan engagement. 
For FitBit, they may want to strategize for Monday’s 
increased demand and latent response times. At 
present, their average response time is about 770 
minutes, which is 10 hours over the recommended 2 
hour response time for online customer service 
recommendation. To alleviate this, FitBit may want to 
add more support staff to the social media team on 
Tuesdays as a first step to lower response times and 
increase customer satisfaction
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Crowdbabble’s analytics are also able to summarize two key data points: the peak fan activity and 
the quickest page responses. Fitbit has the highest fan activity at 3 pm to 4 pm PST with an 
average response time of 853 minutes, in contrast to their fastest response time at 606 mins 
from 3 am to 4 am PST. There are other periods where the response times are faster but they 
respond to less messages. Fitbit may want to look carefully at other options and leveraging their 
international offices to handle the increased load for other hours in the day.

Competitor Analysis
Competition is always a good thing, and a lot can be gleaned by looking at your competitors’ 
customer service. Customer service can serve as both a product feature and an influential piece 
of marketing, especially for service conducted over social media where the public can see the 
exchange.

Crowdbabble allows companies to add public pages and conduct competitive reports. In each 
Facebook public account, companies are able to see the customer service statistics of their 
competitors. This can provide further insight into strategies that best address customer service 
needs.

However, it can also serve as a competitive arena where companies can set benchmarks for 
customer service that excel their competitors based on the data presented. For example, Fitbit 
can look at JawBone’s customer service track record (0%) on Facebook to determine if they are 
competitive with Fitbit and whether they are doing anything novel. 
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Summary
With a few minutes on our analytics platform, we were able to show you how to take another 
look at your online presence for customer service. We demonstrated that not all content is 
customer service oriented, and not all comments are negative. Ideally you interact with every 
post, but pay particular attention to those needing help. Even though the numbers may tell you 
one story, it can be misleading. Qualitatively looking at the content can help bolster your social 
media customer service strategy. It’s also important to be strategic about the times you are 
responding. Try to respond more during peak times of fan activity as those are moments when 
you have a greater chance to engage (or keep) customers. A general benchmark is to respond 
within 2 hours. Finally, analyzing your competitors is important because it can also shed light on 
their strategies and weaknesses, which can only help your customer service strategy and your 
brand as a whole.


